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II. INTRODUCTION TO LEARNING CLASSIFIER SYSTEM
Abstract—Robotic system is an important area in artificial
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intelligence that aims at developing the performance techniques of
the robot and making it more efficient and more effective in choosing
its correct behavior. In this paper the distributed learning classifier
system is used for designing a simulated control system for robot to
perform complex behaviors. A set of enhanced approaches that
support default hierarchies formation is suggested and compared with
each other in order to make the simulated robot more effective in
mapping the input to the correct output behavior.

Keywords—Learning Classifier System; Default Hierarchies;
Robot Behaviors.

O

I. INTRODUCTION

NE of the important challenges in the development of
robot in real world is achieving complex behaviors with
high efficiency and accuracy [2].
This motivated designing a simulated system and training
it to optimize its complex tasks in simulated environment to
helps the designer to avoid problems that may appear when
designing the system directly in real world [2].
In this study, we adopted type of genetic-based machine
learning called learning classifier system; in which a
distributed classifier system is used for designing a simulated
control system for robot.
LCS is a production rules system whose learning process is
guided by two learning mechanism. Bucket brigade algorithm
(BBA) used to change the strengths of classifiers in classifier
pool in order to classify the matching classifiers depending on
their usefulness. Second genetic algorithm (GA) used to inject
new classifiers to the classifier pool by its operators [3].
The architecture of LCS makes it possible for it to be used
as main components in designing the simulated control system
for robot to determine which behavior must be used [2], [12].
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
introduction of learning classifier system. In section 3, robot
behavior is reviewed. The default hierarchy is described
section 4. Section 5 describes the simulated system. Section 6
discusses the suggested approaches for supporting default
hierarchies. Section 7 presents experimental results. Finally,
conclusion of present research topic is presented.
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Learning classifier system (LCS) was first introduced by
Holland (1976). A LCS has three main components: the
performance system, the apportionment of credit system and
the rule discovery system [1].
The performance system consists of message list and
classifier store. The information about the external
environment is detected through the detectors and placed on
the message list in the performance system and after a set of
internal process an action is determined by its effectors. On
the other hand, classifier store has a fixed size with a set of
rules; each rule in the classifier store has the form of if-then
statement. The if-then rules are encoded as strings with fixed
length from the ternary alphabet {0,1,#} where # denotes
“don’t care” that makes the classifier more general because it
is match either 0 or 1 [8], [10].
The Apportionment of Credit System (AOC) is determining
the best classifier in matching pool through bucket brigade
algorithm BBA that modified the strength of the classifiers in
matching pool depending on their usefulness [3].
In AOC the processes auction, clearinghouse and taxation
are achieved.
In auction process; all classifiers in matching pool are
competed with each other. The bid of this classifier is
calculated and the classifier with the highest bid is selected as
the winning classifier [2], [3].
On the other hand in taxation process, two types of taxes are
performed: Taxbid and Taxlife. a fixed rate Taxbid is applied to
all classifiers in matching pool except the winner classifier
while Taxlife, is also fixed rate applied to all don’t match
classifiers [2], [3].
Finally in clearinghouse process; the strength of classifiers is
changed by distributing rewards and penalties. The rewards
and penalties is used to decrease the strength of current winner
by amount of its bid value and to increase its strength by
reward value [2], [3].
In the rule discovery system the genetic algorithm (GA) is
used to inject new rules through search method in space of
rules by using GA operators; reproduction, selection,
crossover and mutation. Finding good rule depends on some
fitness function [5], [8].
There are two approaches to use GA in LCS, Michigan
approach and Pittsburgh approach. In Michigan approach each
classifier in the population represents a single individual. On
the other hand in Pittsburgh approach a set of classifiers in the
population represents a single individual [10].
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Fig.1 The structure of learning classifier system

III. ROBOT BEHAVIORS
Behavior is the interaction between robot and its external
environment. The robot senses information from the
environment and acts on it by its sensors. There are two main
classifications of behaviors, Stimulus – Response (S-R) and
Dynamic behavior. In (S-R) behavior, the detectors are
connected in a direct way with the effectors. On the other hand
in dynamic behavior, the internal state is built between
detectors and effectors [2].
Regarding the structure, the behaviors that do not partition
into simpler behaviors are called basic behaviors, while the
behaviors that can be divided into simpler behaviors are called
complex behaviors [2].
IV. DEFAULT HIERARCHIES

00;00→00
01;01→11
10;10→11
11;11→11

00;00→00
∗∗;∗∗→11

Fig. 2 The hierarchical set models [2]

The first approach is non-hierarchical set (homomorphic
set) that represent the rule set with the complete map contains
four rules, while the second approach is hierarchical set
(quasi-homomorphic set) that represent the rule set with the
map of two rules in which the second is the most general,
covering sixteen messages. The last three rules in the
Homomorphic set are the exception to the second rule in
quasi-homomorphic set, each of them covering just one
message of those sixteen messages [2], [6].
In LCS the default hierarchy has effective role of the
processes of AOC [6].
V. SIMULATED SYSTEM
In this research the simulated control system for the
simulated robot is designed by using a distributed LCS
system, which consists of a set of five classifier systems that is
organized in three levels with hierarchical architecture [4].
The lower level in the simulated control system consists of
three LCSs, each one of them has independent basic behavior.
By these LCSs the information about the external environment
is detected and competition between their behaviors occurs.
On the other hand, levels two and three each of them consist
of one LCS that achieves coordination between behaviors and
determines final action of the simulated robot [4].

Default hierarchy is defined as a rule sets that represent
knowledge of learning classifier system about its
environmental states. Default hierarchy makes the interaction
with the environment more efficient and the system
performance can be improved, on the other hand the learning
process of the system will be graceful [6], [11].
Default rules in default hierarchy are covering most of the
possible environmental states, because using of # symbol
“don’t care” that match either 0 or 1 makes the classifier more
general. That is rules with many #’s have the ability to cover
the specific and general conditions [6], [11].
In default hierarchy a rule set structure make extension of
the set of correct solution, allowing small rule sets to perform
small search space and the addition of exception rules can be
reduce the error.[1]
The models of mapping the rules set are: a quasihomomorphic model and an equivalent-homomorphic model.
The set of rule in a quasi-homomorphic model is more general
and less than the set of rule in an equivalent-homomorphic
model. An example of default hierarchy is given in Fig.2.[2].
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The simulated environment consists of simulated
autonomous robot that perceives the following objects: a
moving object, which moves toward the goal and its initial
position, will be random. The goal, obstacles and the lair will
have a fixed position. In addition there is an emergency which
could only be heard when the distance between a moving
object and the goal becomes less than or equal to the known
fixed distance [4].
In the simulated system, the complex behavior that must
execute by the simulated robot consist of four basic behaviors,
these behaviors are: escaping, avoiding, chasing and
approaching behavior [4].
The rules in all LCSs are represented by using standard
ternary alphabet strings {0,1,#} for conditions parts. While
binary representation {0,1} is used for the actions parts, the
environmental message, input message and output message
with fixed length [13].
The environmental message is with 12 bits length. While
the length of input messages for all LCSs in the lower level is
4-bits; and the length of their output messages are 4-bits.On
the other hand the length of input messages for all LCSs in
levels two and three is always 8-bits; and the length of their
output messages is 4-bits [13].
The set of rules for all LCSs in the simulated system has the
fixed size that consists of 164 rules [13].
On the other hand, in the beginning of experiments each
rule in all set of rules has the initial strength equal to 50. The
classifier bid coefficient Cbid is 0.45.
The GA parameters are set as follow: the probability of
selection is 0.5, the probability of crossover is 0.5, and the
probability of mutation is 0.008.
VI. SUGGESTED APPROACHES FOR DEFAULT HIERARCHIES
In this study are suggested a set of enhanced approaches
that deal with the competition between the exception rules and
default ones in order to avoid failure of the simulated system
which conduces to enhancement of the performance of the
simulated robot related with the complex behaviors. These
enhanced approaches are investigated through enhancement
the algorithm of the performance system component of LCS.
The basic execution cycle of the performance system is as
follows [2]:
Step 1: Read messages by detectors and place them on the
current message list.
Step 2: Determine the matching classifiers by comparing all
messages to all conditions.
Step 3: For each match generate a message for the new
message list.
Step 4: Replace the current message list by the new
message list.
Step 5: Process the new message list through the effectors
to produce system output.
Step 6: Return to step 1.
In all enhanced approaches, the algorithm of the
performance system is modified.
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A. The first suggested approach is investigated by adding
the second and the forth steps to the execution cycle in the
performance system as follow:
Step 1: Read messages by detectors and place them on the
current message list.
Step 2: Compute the mean of specificity for all default
hierarchies (those rules with ‘#’).
Step 3: Determine the matching classifiers by comparing all
messages to all conditions.
Step 4: Add to matching pool only the matching classifiers
that achieve the condition below:
If mclassifier & (σ < (Mean (σ) / nclassifier)
where
mclassifier: match classifier.
nclassifier : number of all classifiers.
σ : Specificity, which is defined as follow:
number of non - # position
σ=

length of classifier

Step 5: For each match generate a message for the new
message list.
Step 6: Replace the current message list by the new message
list.
Step 7: Process the new message list through the effectors
to produce system output.
Step 8: Return to step 1.
B. The second enhanced approach differs from the first
enhanced approach in computing the mean of specificity. In
the execution cycle, the step 2 in the first enhanced approach
is modified for this enhancement as follow:
Step 2: Compute the mean of specificity for all classifiers in
the classifier store (those rules with or without ‘#’).
C. The third enhanced approach differs from the first
enhanced approach in condition statement that determines the
classifiers injected to the matching pool. In the execution
cycle the step 4 in the first enhanced approach is modified for
this enhancement as follow:
Step 4: Add to matching pool only the matching classifiers
that achieved the condition below:
If mclassifier & (σ < (Mean (σ)* X)
where
X: is parameter, in the experiment its value is 1.25.
D. The fourth enhanced approach differs from the first
enhanced approach in computing the mean of specificity and
also in the condition statement that determines the classifiers
injected to the matching pool. In the execution cycle the steps
2 and 4 in the first enhanced approach is modified for this
enhancement as follow:
Step 2: Compute the mean of specificity for all classifiers in
the classifier store (those rules with or without ‘#’).
Step 4: Add to matching pool only the matching classifiers
that achieve the condition below:
If mclassifier & (σ < (Mean (σ)* X)
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E. The fifth enhanced approach differs from the first
enhanced approach in the steps 2 and 4 of the execution cycle
that is modified for this enhancement as follow:
Step 2: For all classifiers in the classifier store (those rules
with or without ‘#’) is compute the following:
− Mean (σ)
− VAR(σ)
− STDEV(σ)
Step 4: Add to matching pool only the matching classifiers
that achieve the condition below:
if mclassifier & (σ <= ((Mean(σ) + STDEV(σ)) / (Mean(σ)
+ STDEV(σ))))
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In this study a set of experiments is executed and the effect
of the simulated robot’s performance is analyzed.
In the experiments analysis, the performance of the
simulated robot is measured as the ratio of the number of
correct moves to the total number of moves performed from
the beginning of the simulation as shown in “(1)” [2].
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The results that show in Fig.4, Fig.5, Fig.6, Fig.7 and Fig.8
indicate the relationship between the number of iteration and
performance of the simulated system for the five suggested
enhanced approaches that support default hierarchies
formation.
The results of the simulated robot’s performance are
analyzed for the five enhanced approaches that support default
hierarchies formation and compared with each other. From the
results, it is observed that the fifth enhanced approach is more
efficient than the others enhanced approaches.
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VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper focuses on the improvement of the simulated
robot to perform complex behaviors in a complex environment
by using distributed LCS in designing simulated control
system for the simulated robot.
In this study the execution cycle of the performance system
in learning classifier is modified in order to support default
hierarchies formation.
A set of approaches that support default hierarchies
formation is suggested to avoid instability of the simulated
system
The results from the experiments showed that applying the
fifth enhanced approach that supports default hierarchies
formation in the simulated system improves the performance
of the simulated robot and makes it more effective in choosing
the appropriate behavior.
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